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Exciting Surprises for Arab Gamers this Week
Dubai - 22 March 2011
Gamers in the Arab World are getting busy this week as Game Power 7 is opening the
Pandora Box for the Arabic online games it is operating in the region.
Game Power 7 emerged as the first online game publisher in the Arab World, and is servicing
four FREE to play games for hundreds of thousands of Arab gamers across the region.
This week, the company successfully launched Epic 7 Part II (Obsession) for Arabic Rappelz,
Faction War system for Arabic ASDA Story and Open Beta release of Arabic Ministry of
War.
“We have been very busy in the last couple of months preparing these releases, and we are
very proud of the results. Players of the four online games will be busy exploring the new
features and improvements in their preferred games. We are doing our best to introduce new
content and features to the games to keep our players busy and excited”, said Fadi Mujahid,
CEO of Game Power 7.
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The Obsession of Arabic Rappelz
Arabic Rappelz, the first game serviced by Game Power 7 and the first Arabic 3D
MMORPG, has arrived to a new Epic, The Obsession . The new Epic expansion comes with
a new dungeon for players from Level 138 up, where as they will need to defeat terrifying
monsters in the large Espoir Dungeon.
The new Creature Farm will give a big hand to all players who own many pets as players
can simply bring their pets to the farm for herding and training.
Additionally, Kainen, a brand new pet sealed in the Kainen Lake will be waiting the players.
This pet is the most splendid creature players can ever obtain in Rappelz.
The free to play Arabic Rappelz has accumulated over 200,000 Arab players since it was
launched in 2009.

Arabic ASDA Story, Faction War
Faction War system in ASDA Story is considered one most exciting Warfare Player
Vs.Player (PvP) combat system in MMORPG games.
As part of the new system, players may select from one of the following Factions which will
serve as their character's PvP allegiance against other players' Factions in the weeks to come:
Light, Darkness, and Chaos.
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After players have selected which Faction, they may apply for scheduled Faction War
Battlefield matches that pit the three opposing Factions against one another in a fight to
capture Fortresses around a special Battlefield Map. Up to 50 players from each Faction may
join in the fight, with up to 150 players mixing it up in intense combat at one time.
Arabic ASDA Story is based on a sweet, colorful, bright and cheerful world. The game is a
free to play exciting fantasy-style anime 3D MMORPG game, and has been in operation
since September 2010.

The Open Beta of Ministry of War
Ministry of War is a new generation, free-to-play, browser-based MMORTS (Real-Time
Strategy) game. Thousands of players are set to build their empires, amass armies, form
alliances, defend their fortresses, lead their Heroes on epic adventures, and attack others in
the aim to rule the world and vanquish other civilizations. Ministry of War is set in Medieval
ages with four civilizations: Rome, China, Egypt, and Persia.

Players will battle alongside thousands of other players in PvP, PvE, and GvG (Guild vs.
Guild) warfare. Although Ministry of war features spectacular graphics, animation and
gameplay, the game requires no download and no installation.
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***03***

To Editors
Game Power 7 was founded in 2007 as the first leading Arabic company in the field of online
and mobile gaming.
As a part of the media group Spacetoon International, Game Power 7 presented innovative
products based on localizing games from different cultures to fit the Arabic culture, values
and traditions.
Relying on Arab talents, the company released a variety of exceptional games, the most
popular one was Arabic Rapplez launched in 2008 as the 1st Arabic 3D online game. The
game populations exceed one million players.
Game Power 7 has operation centers in three Arab countries with the headquarters in Dubai
Media City. As part of the company's dedication to managing the community of Arab
gamers, the company uniquely formed a Community Management QA team and a
Culturalization and Cultural Content team.
Game Power7 has created a network of international business relations, that in-turn made the
Middle East a magnet for world-class game developers. The company also supports many
social programs for youth and local communities.
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